Mapping the three-dimensional locations of ribosomal RNA and proteins.
Seven regions of 16S rRNA have been located on the surface of the 30S ribosomal subunit by DNA hybridization electron microscopy in our laboratory. In addition, we have recently mapped the three-dimensional locations of an additional seven small ribosomal proteins by immunoelectron microscopy. The information from the direct mapping of the sites on rRNA has been incorporated into a model for the tertiary structure of 16S rRNA, accounting for approximately 40% of the total 16S rRNA. A novel structure, the platform ring, is proposed for a region of rRNA within the central domain. This structure rings the edges of the platform and includes regions 655-751 and 769-810. Another region, the recognition complex, consists of nucleotides 500-545, and occupies a region on the exterior surface of the subunit, near the EF-Tu binding site. In addition, 19 of the 21 small subunit ribosomal proteins have been mapped by immunoelectron microscopy in our laboratory. In order to evaluate the reliability of our model for the three-dimensional distribution of 16S rRNA, we have predicted which sites of rRNA are adjacent to ribosomal proteins and compared these predictions with r-protein protection studies of others. Good correlation between the model, the locations of rRNA sites, the locations of ribosomal proteins, and regions of rRNA protected by ribosomal proteins, provides independent support for this model.